
The Bible reveals God’s vision of the cosmos. That God revealed that vision in
scriptures now at least two millennia old doesn’t make his revelation outdated or
antiquated. God’s vision of the cosmos remains the correct vision, one that aligns
with the reality through which we experience it.

God’s vision for the cosmos begins with the heaven
and earth he created, and at the center of which he
placed humankind. We experience earth directly
through its materiality working on our senses.
Indeed, earth’s materiality is evident in our own
flesh as it is in the dirt from which our flesh comes.
By contrast, we don’t experience heaven directly but
instead perceive heaven through God’s word and
through his principles, patterns, and designs. Heaven
is God’s meaning, purpose, and design expressed
and embodied in earth’s materiality. Together,
heaven and earth enable us to know. We perceive
what is relevant, possible, and purposeful in earth’s

chaos through heaven’s discernment and design. We are God’s agents,
representatives, and images when working the earth after his purpose and design.

God also separated dry land or stable space from the unstable waters that covered it.
Stable space enables us to dream, work, and imagine with a reasonable degree of
certainty. In that stable space, we can point our efforts up, integrating earth with
heaven. But God left the unstable waters at the margins of stable space to replenish,
flood, and renew the exhausted land on every necessary occasion. Those waters
serve like time in cyclical renewal stretching even to birth, death, and regenerated
life. While we work the land, we do not control the fluid waters, which is good, for
if we were to control all things, we would have no hope of God’s ebbing and
flowing redemption. Time would stand still if not for the separated waters waiting
their turn at the dry land’s margins. While we work the dry land, our hope for
redemption remains in God’s hands, holding back the living water for its time.


